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EvExpo  2024  is  the  21st  eco- friendly Electric Vehicles Expo in India & will be held in Delhi offe-
ring comprehensive market information,great business opportunities and a platform for networking.

EvExpo 2024 brings to the  Electric  Vehicle  industry the opportunity  to showcase, see and under-
stand  the  latest  in  electric  vehicle, components  and  services  for  convenient and  environment 
friendly  transportation  of  passengers  and  goods. The expo  ensures that the right  national  and  
international  players  exhibit  their technology and products  to  the  right  audience- the  owners & 
operators, the manufacturers & traders.operators, the manufacturers & traders.

At EVExpo, we pride ourselves on being more than just an exhibition.We  are  a  community-driven 
initiative that brings  together manufacturers, developers, policy-makers, and consumers under one 
roof. Our  events  serve  as a  melting  pot of ideas, fostering  collaboration  and  dialogue  to  drive  
positive  change  in the world of electric vehicles

EvExpo 2024 is the only expo dedicated to electric vehicle industry in India. “End mile connectivity”
and “Environment Friendly” are  the  key  to  Electric  vehicle  industry. .

EvExpo  2024 is an exhibition promoting electric vehicles,will help creating an important ecosystemEvExpo  2024 is an exhibition promoting electric vehicles,will help creating an important ecosystem
for  exhibitors, buyers, global leaders, opinion makers  & media.The event aims to enhance aware-
ness about segments likes electric battery rickshaw,batteries, motors, components  &  accessories.
This platform will act as a bridge for exchange of  ideas, discussions,display of ideas & negotiations 
for all participants  & attendees.

Join Us in Shaping the Future

Whether you are an electric vehicle enthusiast, a  curious  consumer,  or  a  business  professional 
looking to stay ahead in the industrlooking to stay ahead in the industry, EVExpo is the place to be. Together, let's  pave  the way for a 
greener, cleaner, and more sustainable future through the power of electric mobility.

Let's Drive Change. Let's Go Electric. Welcome to EVExpo!
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Insurance Companies
Research and Training Institutes

.

Body/ Chasis Fabricators
Solar Power Technology Compan-
ies

Branding Solution Providers
(Name plates, screen printers etc,)
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.2, 3 & 4 wheel electric vehicle
manufacturers

Commercial, Cargo, Passenger 
andPersonal Electric Vehicles

Indian /  International  Electric
Vehicl e parts  and  component
manufacturers

Battery Technology 
Companies

Charger Manufacturer

Manufacturers

Dealers/ Traders

E- Rickshaws Owners/ Operators

Component Suppliers

Government Departments

Consulatant Of Auto Industry

Testing Agencies

Insurance Companies

Financial Industries

Hospitality Industry

Accessories Manufacturer

Government Sector and
Department

Homologation/ Testing Agencies

Bank and Financial Institu-
tions

80% Domestic

20% International



Explore  the   latest   EV   models, 
charging  infrastructure ,  and 
sustainable mobility technologies
from  leading  manufacturers  and 
innovators.

Inspiring Keynotes: 
Listen to  visionary speakers shaping
the  future  of  EV’s   and  sustainable   
transport, unveiling the potential for a 
greener, cleaner world.

Interactive Workshops: 
Learn about EV maintenance, infras
- tructure  development,  and  the
benefits  of  sustainable  mobility in 
engaging and informative sessions.

Networking Opportunities: 
Connect with  industry  leaders, fellow 
enthusiasts,  and   experts  to  discuss 
ideas, collaborate, and inspire change.

Test Drives: 
Get   behind   the   wheel   and 
experience the thrill of driving 
an electric vehicle for yourself.

What to Expect:
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Media Coverage



Successful Journey of EvExpo Witnessed


